Our Values
Andrew Yang knows that New York City is the greatest city in the world, but it is in crisis
right now. Andrew is running to bring bold ideas and a fresh approach to revive New York
City during one of its darkest times. To start, we will prioritize the values we share to lead
our city, and live by example by starting with our campaign and supporters.


As we work together with Andrew to lead New York through this crisis, it is critical that we
work by putting our humanity first. These values dictate how we run this campaign, how
Andrew will govern as Mayor, and how the Yang for New York family will help make all of
this happen.

Humanity First
Andrew is on a mission to build a New York
City that puts people first. New Yorkers
may not agree on everything, but we are all
part of this city and the human experience.
To move forward we must put our
humanity above all else.

Integrity &
Transparency
Honesty and integrity above all else. We
treat our opponents and our colleagues
with respect and dignity.


Abundance
There is room for more ideas, people, and
actions at the top. We want to increase and
expand our coalition by continuing to
welcome new strategies and suggestions.

Grace &
Forgiveness
We are all prone to mistakes and wrong
steps. Together we can treat each other
with grace and forgiveness so we can learn
from our mistakes and move forward. 



Math & Logic
We prioritize the numbers to help us stay
true to a rational approach to complicated
problems.

Not Left or
Right, Forward
To build a better New York, we need to
include all New Yorkers. We welcome New
Yorkers of all political backgrounds to help
us move this city forward.

